
CSC 261 Assignment 4: Bayesian Network Inferene Fall 2009Assigned: Wednesday 4 November 2009Due: Wednesday 11 November 2009Topis: Probability, Bayesian Networks, Belief PropagationObjetive: Understand bayesian network onstrution, message-passing based infereneExpeted Time: 3-6 hoursCollaboration: This homework assignment may be ompleted individually or in pairs.Submission: Follow the instrutions for submitting programs via P-Web and handing in a printed opyof soure ode. Your non-programming omponents should be typed, niely formatted, and feature alogial organization, omplete sentenes, and proper grammar, spelling, and puntuation. Only onesubmission (both paper and digital) per group is neessary.IntrodutionWe have studied how representing a probability distribution over many variables may be made very ompatwith the use of a Bayesian network. Now you will omplete an implementation of the inferene algorithmfor Bayesian networks and use it to verify some probability alulations.CodeYou an opy the starter ode for this assignment from the MathLan:
/home/weinman/courses/CSC261/code/bayesnetBayesian networksThe �le bayesnet.scm ontains proedures for reating a Bayesian network and aessing various aspetsof the network, inluding the parents and hildren of a node, how many values a variable an take on, aswell as the CPT for a partiular variable. There is an example of using the Bayesian network data type toreate the earthquake network from the textbook in earthquake.scm. More details on this �le are givenin the examples below.Belief propagationThe �le belief-propagation.scm ontains two of the �ve proedures for implementing a ompleteinferene pakage for the Bayesian network data type. The proedure compute-belief makes the al-ulation of P (X | e), while mesg-from-children omputes λX

(

X
) and mesg-to-child omputes

πU→X

(

U
). You will implement these three methods, while two others are implemented for you. The pro-edure message-from-parents omputes πX

(

X
), while message-to-parent omputes λY→X(X).
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ExamplesThe variables in our networks are simply indexed by integers, starting at zero. Thus, while we often wishto refer to them by name, in Sheme they will simply have numbers. Similarly, while the values are oftenmeaningful (True/False, Red/Green/Orange/Brown), these too will be ordered and indexed by integers.In the earthquake network, we give the nodes the following numbering:
B = 0

E = 1

A = 2

J = 3

M = 4.The following sub-setion (Creating a network) may be skipped in its entirety. While you will need tounderstand it for Assignment 5, it is inluded here only as a supplement for those who are urious. You ansafely jump to the next sub-setion (Performing inferene) if you wish.Creating a networkConditional ProbabilitiesThere is an example of using the Bayesian network data type to reate the earthquake network from thetextbook in earthquake.scm. The method for speifying the CPTs for eah node is unlikely to be imme-diately intuitive. Lists are used to store probability table entries. The �rst entry in the list would orrespondto the CPT entry for the �rst value of the variable, the seond entry for the seond value, et. For example,the Burglary node an take on two values, so this CPT is stored as a simple list
(define burglary-prob (list 1/1000 999/1000))where the �rst entry is for P (b) and the seond entry is for P (¬b). Thus, taking (car burglary-prob)gives P (b).When a node has one parent, the table is stored as a list of lists. The �rst entry in the outermost list stillorresponds to the portion of the CPT for the �rst value of the node in question. However, the entry is nolonger a number, sine the value of the probability depends on the value of the parent node. Thus, this entryis also a list. The �rst entry of this inner list now orresponds to the portion of the CPT for the �rst value ofthe parent node, with the seond entry for the seond value of the parent node, et. For example,JohnCallshas one parent, Alarm. In order to speify the probability that John alls for both values of Alarm, we needa list
(list 90/100 5/100)whih gives the values for P (j | a) = 0.90 and P (j | ¬a) = 0.05. What about the probabilities thatJohn does not all under these two irumstanes. These are not stritly neessary, sine we know that aprobability distribution must sum to one. However, in order to make the implementation of our algorithmsmore straightforward, we expliitly enode these numbers,
(list 10/100 95/100)whih gives the values for P (¬j | a) = 0.10 and P (¬j | ¬a) = 0.95. To represent the entire CPT for J given

A, we simply put these two lists together, with the �rst entry being for the ase when John alls, and theseond entry for when he does not,
(define john-calls-prob (list (list 90/100 5/100)

(list 10/100 95/100)))2



Thus, taking (car john-calls-prob) yields P(j | A)�both values of A are represented for the asewhen j is true.When a node has more parents, we simply repeat the nesting of lists to aommodate the additionalvalues that must be aounted for by more nodes. For instane, Alarm has two parents so we need threenested lists to aount for the values of the two parents plus the possible values for Alarm.
(define alarm-prob (list (list (list 95/100 94/100)

(list 29/100 1/1000))
(list (list 5/100 6/100)

(list 71/100 999/1000))))Thus, taking (car alarm-prob) gives P(a | B, E)�all four possibilities for B and E are represented forthe ase when a is true. Furthermore, taking (caar alarm-prob) gives P(a | b, E), leaving the twopossibilities for E. We ould also take (caaar alarm-prob)to �nd P (a | b, e).De�ning the topologyAs mentioned above, the nodes are eah given a number. In order to speify the topology of the network, wesimply indiate the parents of eah node. This is done as a list (one entry for eah node) of lists (ontainingthe parents of the node). The Burglary and Earthquake nodes have no parents, so these lists are null, while
Alarm has two parents and JohnCalls and MaryCalls eah have Alarm as its parent. This is representedwith the following list.

(define earthquake-topology (list null null (list 0 1) (list 2) (list 2)))De�ning the networkThe last element we need is to expliitly speify the �arity� of eah of the nodes. That is, how many valuesthey may take on. While this is impliitly found in the onditional probability tables, we prefer an expliitrepresentation. Eah of the �ve nodes in the earthquake network are binary, so we speify this with a list of2s.
(define earthquake-node-sizes (list 2 2 2 2 2))We an �nally onstrut a network by passing in the node sizes, topology, a list of all the CPTs given in thesame order as the node numbering
(define earthquake-network
(make-bayes-net earthquake-node-sizes

earthquake-topology
(list burglary-prob

earthquake-prob
alarm-prob
john-calls-prob
mary-calls-prob)))Performing infereneSpeifying evideneAdding evidene to our query means we have �xed spei� values for ertain nodes. Sheme allows us toeasily represent this with an assoiation list. Every key in the assoiation list is a partiular node number(index), and the value assoiated with that is the index of the value the observed variable. For instane, ifwe observe that John did NOT all, we indiate this by saying variable 3 has value 1 (sine 0 is true, while1 is false). We an diretly quote suh an evidene list as follows3



’((3 . 1))If we wanted to inorporate the fat that Mary did all to the list, we simply add another pair
(define evidence ’((3 . 1) (4 . 0)))This is equivalent to a list of ons ells,
(define evidence (list (cons 3 1) (cons 4 0)))Note that order is not stritly important in an assoiation list. If we had no evidene at all, our assoiationlist would simply be null.How then an we query the assoiation list? Sheme provides the proedure (assoc key alist). Ifit returns #f, the key was not found. Otherwise, it returns the omplete mathing entry. For example
> (assoc 0 evidence)
#f
> (assoc 3 evidence)
(3 . 1)Computing beliefsThe proedure compute-belief takes a network, a variable (index number), and a list of evidene, re-turning the marginal onditional probability for the query variable given the evidene. For example, to �nd

P(E | ¬j, m),> (compute-belief earthquake-network 1 ’((3 . 1) (4 . 0)))
(54169860/9652244741 9598074881/9652244741)The �rst entry in the list orresponds to P (e | ¬j, m) and the seond entry is P (¬e | ¬j, m). The CPTs wereentered as exat rational numbers so that you an verify your alulations were orret exatly. However,these ratios are not diretly enlightening. If we map exact->inexact onto the list we �nd the values are
(0.005612151520557885 0.9943878484794421)So the odds are pretty strongly against an earthquake. However, one interesting question to ask is: how doesthe probability of an earthquake hange as we inorporate more evidene? For example, how do our beliefshange from the when we know John hasn't alled to when we �nd that Mary has alled? For this we anompute the diret ratio, often alled the odds

O =
P (e | ¬j, m)

P (e | ¬j)
.In Sheme, this is straight forward

> (exact->inexact
(/ (car (compute-belief earthquake-network 1 ’((3 . 1) (4 . 0))))

(car (compute-belief earthquake-network 1 ’((3 . 1)))))
3.7837847158877227One we know Mary has alled, our belief in the ourrene of an earthquake has risen by a fator of nearlyfour, even though we know John did not all. Many times, these ratios are often more revealing than theraw probabilities themselves, espeially when dealing with unlikely events.
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AssignmentYour task is to omplete the belief propagation implementation, as spei�ed in belief-propagation.scm.You may wish to refer to the examples in the reading on BP.Problem 1: mesg-from-childrenImplement the proedure mesg-from-children. In addition to the examples above and referring to theBP reading, you may use the pseudo-ode desription of the proedure below.Algorithm 1 Computing the message from all hildren for a node.funtion Message-From-Children(X , e, bn) returns a message over Xinputs: X , the query variable
e, evidene spei�ed as an eventbn, a Bayesian network speifying joint distribution P (X1, . . . , Xn)if X is observed in e thenreturn a message with 1 for the observed value and 0 elsewhereelse if X has no hildren thenreturn a normalized uniform messageelsemesgs ← []for eah Y in Children (X, bn) domesgs ← [Mesg-To-Parent (Y, X, e, bn) | mesgs]return Normalize(Pointwise-Produt (mesgs))Some important things to note:

• You may get a list of all hildren of a node for a bayes-net with the proedure
(bayes-net-children bayes-net node) from bayesnet.scm. Hint : use map to alulatethe messages from all the hildren to the node.
• The proedure pointwise-product is implemented in general.scm. This proedure takes a listof lists of numbers and returns a list whose �rst entry is the produt of the �rst entries of all the lists,the seond entry is the produt of the seond entries of all the lists, et.
• (normalize numbers) is also implemented in general.scm. It takes a list of numbers and returnsa new list that sums to one; in other words, it takes a list of relative magnitudes and transforms theminto a probability distribution.
• The proedure (ones len) in general.scm reates a list of ones of the given length.
• You may �nd the �arity� of a variable in the network with the proedure
(bayes-net-node-size bayes-net node) from bayesnet.scm.
• Finally, the proedure (point-distribution index len) found in general.scm reates a listof length len with a 1 at index and 0 at every other position.Problem 2: mesg-to-childImplement the (very similar) proedure mesg-to-child. In addition to the examples above and referringto the BP reading, you may use the pseudo-ode desription of the proedure below.Some important things to note:
• The proedure (delete num lst) from general.scm takes a list of numbers lst and returns anew list with num removed. 5



Algorithm 2 Computing the message to one hild from a parent node.funtion Message-To-Child(U , X , e, bn) returns a message over Uinputs: U , the parent variable
X , the hild variable
e, evidene spei�ed as an eventbn, a Bayesian network speifying joint distribution P (X1, . . . , Xn)mesgs ← [Message-From-Parents (U, e, bn)]for eah Y in Children (U, bn) doif X 6= Y then mesgs ← [Message-To-Parent (Y, U, e, bn) | mesgs]return Normalize(Pointwise-Produt (mesgs))Algorithm 3 Computing the belief for a node given evidene.funtion Compute-Belief(X , e, bn) returns a distribution over Xinputs: X , the query variable
e, evidene spei�ed as an eventbn, a Bayesian network speifying joint distribution P (X1, . . . , Xn)prod ← Pointwise-Produt ([Mesg-From-Parents (X, e, bn) ,Mesg-From-Children (X, e, bn)])return Normalize (prod)

• Hint: Use map to alulate the messages from all the (other) hildren of the node
• You may wish to handle the ase that U only has no hildren besides X separately.Problem 3: compute-beliefImplement the proedure compute-belief. In addition to the examples above and referring to the BPreading, you may use the pseudo-ode desription of the proedure above.Problem 4: Testing your workUsing enumeration or another method, write down the expression for alulating the following probabilitiesfrom the earthquake network, and give the resulting values:Diagnosti: P (e | j)Causal: P (¬m | ¬b)Both: P (a | e, j)Finally, use your compute-beliefs proedure and the earthquake-network to verify agreement be-tween your alulation and your ode.
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